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a b s t r a c t

In the context of wireless communication, Cognitive Radio has been proposed to ensure an optimal
use of the spectrum. It divides the communication transceivers into two categories. Primary User has
the priority to use the spectrum band while secondary user is an opportunistic user that can transmit
on that band whenever it is available. In order to determine whether a concerned band is occupied
or vacant, spectrum sensing functionality is needed together with an appropriate algorithm able to
analyze the produced data in order to understand whether a primary user is transmitting or not. In
this paper, we contribute by investigating a narrowband spectrum sensing based on two proposed
parameters obtained randomly sampling the signal and a Multilayer Perceptron neural network (MLP)
classifier. We show that the use of random sampling is more effective than the use of classical uniform
sampling. We analyzed the activity status in the GSM channel by using a synthetically generated signal:
the signal has been sampled using both uniform and random sampling, than it has been reconstructed
and finally classified with the aim of a neural network based classifier. The performances in terms of
Receiver Operating Characteristic curves for different Signal to Noise Ratio are presented.

© 2021 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

Software Defined Radio (SDR) and cognitive radio (CR) tech-
ologies are considered as important innovations in wireless
ommunications and are expected to play an important role in
he future 5G networks [1]. SDR is a multi-mode, multi-standard,
nd configurable system where some radio functions usually
mplemented in hardware are converted to software. In such
ystems, the software processing is used within the radio device
o implement operating functions. The challenge of an SDR sys-
em is to deal with the need of high sample rates and the need
f very selective filters treating large bands [2]. Therefore, the
dea of using the random sampling in that system offers more
lexibility in sampling frequencies choices [3,4]. Given the need
or more efficient use of the spectrum resource, CR uses SDR
echnology while attempting to dynamically manage the radio
pectrum. A cognitive radio monitors locally the radio spectrum
o determine regions that are not occupied by their assigned
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users and transmits in those bands. In CR system, primary users
(PU) can be defined as the users who have higher priority in
the usage of a specific frequency band. Secondary users (SU)
are ones who have lower priority [5]; they use the frequency
band in such a way they do not interfere with primary users.
In this context, Spectrum Sensing (SS) is a crucial function and
one of the most challenging issues in cognitive radio systems.
This ability of sensing the spectrum makes CR innovative with
respect to the other kinds of radios applications. Recently, the
Federal Communication Commission (FCC) has developed new
spectrum policies to permit an opportunistic access by SUs to a
licensed band when PUs are absent [6]. As we noticed above, one
of the key functions of cognitive radio is the spectrum sensing
which is the most important skill to establish cognitive radio
networks. It aims to determine the availability of the spectrum
and to detect the presence of a primary user when a user operates
in a licensed band. In general, Cognitive Radio Networks (CRN)
can be divided into three different approaches depending on the
nature of interaction between the SU and PU. In the first one,
denoted as interweave network, SUs are not allowed to access the
band when a PU is active; in the second one, called underlay,
the SUs enter the PUs only when their activity will not cause
considerable interference or capacity penalty to the PU. Thus, they

can share the spectrum but PUs have a higher priority than SUs.
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oreover, in the third one, called overlay, both PUs and SUs can
ransmit concurrently [6]. However, using overlay, the SU devices
ust have knowledge about the PU transmitted data sequence
ncoding methods. This information can be used to cancel the PU
nterference on SU receivers (using canceling techniques such as
irty paper coding) or by SU nodes to cooperate with the primary
etwork by relaying PU messages [7].
In the present work, we will consider interweave CRN only.

n such a context, sampling the spectrum is not enough for
pportunistically using the band; a user detection algorithm is
eeded in order to understand if a primary user is transmitting or
ot directly from the sampled signal. The goodness of such a kind
f algorithm in fact affects system performances [8]. Whereas
ognitive radio is usually applied in a spectrum environment
haracterized by long-term steady-state conditions, at the oppo-
ite, we propose an approach which makes it possible to apply
ognitive radio in a spectrum environment characterized by fast
ariations of the channel occupancy state.
The paper is organized as in the following: Section 2 discusses

elated works and introduces the scenario we use as reference.
n Section 3, the random sampling is introduced together with
he reconstruction theory starting from a randomly sampled se-
uence. Section 4 presents the parameters we propose in the
ontext of narrowband spectrum sensing with the purpose to
dentify the presence of PUs. Section 5 evaluates the performance
f the proposed work in terms of PU detection by means of neural
etwork classifier. Finally, conclusions are drawn in Section 6.

. Reference scenario and related work

As revealed by FCC, the radio spectrum utilization in the band
elow 3 GHz can vary from 15% to 85%. This low utilization
f the radio spectrum has meant that industrial standardization
odies (IEEE 802.22, IEEE 802.11af, Ecma-392) have preferred
nterweave CRN. In addition, interweave paradigm can guarantee
reasonable Quality-of-Service (QoS) due to the fact that it is
ossible to provide sufficient reliability. In this scenario, spectrum
ensing can be classified according to the size of the observed
and: Wide band spectrum sensing (WBSS) tries to identify the
ortions (sub-bands) of the observed band which are busy due to
he signal transmission of PUs and those which are free. Narrow-
and spectrum sensing (NBSS) considers only a specific portion
f the band trying to identify whether it is busy or free. In inter-
eave networks with NBSS, a SU has to sense the spectrum in
rder to detect whether it is busy by a PU or not. Moreover, after
t decided to begin its transmission, the SU has to monitor the
pectrum in order to detect if a PU decided to start its transmis-
ion. When this condition occurs, the SU has to quickly vacate the
ccupied spectrum. Several wireless medium access protocols act
n a time slotted fashion. Specifically, it occurs by using a periodic
ime division multiple access (for example in GSM networks) or a
tatistical time division multiplexing (for example in IEEE 802.11
ireless networks). Infrastructure networks, in the context of

EEE 802.11, are established using Access Points (APs). The AP
s analogous to the base station in a GSM network. Anyway, in
oth cases the beginning of PU’s transmission is synchronized
ith the boundary of the timeslots. If an SU is able to identify
he boundaries of timeslots, it can sense the spectrum at their
eginning, thus it can start the transmission when the spectrum
ppears vacant and stops it before the end of the current slot.
sing this approach, the monitoring step of the spectrum is not
ecessary and the collision rate with PU will be related only to
rrors in the decision task of the sensing.
A lot of works on spectrum sensing have been published. In [3,

], the authors presented the association of the energy detector
nd maximum eigenvalue detector with random sampling; they
2

studied this approach in terms of ROC curves, and they showed
the utility of the random sampling in the context of cognitive
radio compared to uniform sampling. As far as we know, there are
other works on spectrum sensing but they applied the uniform
sampling [2,10]. Thus, there are works in the context of cognitive
radio applying MultiLayer Perceptron (MLP) for prediction but
they do not address the issue of non-uniform sampling [11,12].
These works considerably differ from ours. Specifically, in [11],
the authors propose a MLP able to predict the power strength
in a GSM channel with a time sweep of 157 seconds and based
on the knowledge of the time series of the signal. In our ap-
proach, we exploit MLP in order to establish if a single GSM
time slot is free or busy just analyzing only one half of the time
slot signal. The authors of [12] assume a single primary channel
whose state information (CSI) is used by the system for learning
based prediction of future primary activity. They consider a slot-
wise PU traffic and compare different ML techniques (Multilayer
Perceptron, Recurrent Neural Networks, Linear and Gaussian Sup-
port Vector Machines) in three different traffic scenarios (Poisson,
Interrupted-Poisson and Self-similar traffic). In this context, the
use of ML is completely different from ours because the predic-
tion is made using the past values of the CSI and not an estimation
of the power spectral density in the current slot.

As it is known, the spectrum sensing in cognitive radio system
requires high sampling rate, high-resolution analog to digital
converters with large dynamic range, and high-speed signal pro-
cessors. Therefore, it is difficult to implement this function if
the hardware does not satisfy such strict criteria. Therefore, the
application of a random sampling sequence in cognitive radio sys-
tems offers several advantages compared to the uniform sampling
case [3,13]: (1) there is more flexibility in sampling frequencies,
(2) the constraints on signal filtering operation are reduced and
(3) the aliases of the spectrum are attenuated [14] (or completely
eliminated in the case of a stationary sampling sequence). Ac-
cording to the classification proposed in [6], ‘‘random sampling’’
can be used to perform SubNyquist based WBSS by means of
Digital Compressive Sensing. Compressive sensing (CS) can guar-
antee the recovery accuracy of suitably constrained signals by
using sampling rates much lower than the Nyquist limit. CS (also
called compressive sampling) differs from Nyquist sampling in
that it combines the compression and sampling stages. It uti-
lizes the characteristics of sparse representation of signals on
a set of bases and achieves the perception of high-dimensional
signals through non-correlated observations of low-dimensional
space, low-resolution, and under-Nyquist sampled data to recon-
struct the original signal by combining optimization methods. The
sparseness of the signal in such domain is a necessary condition
for compressive sensing, uncorrelated observation is the key to
compressive sensing, and signal reconstruction is the technique
of compressively sensing reconstructed signals [15]. One popu-
lar way to reduce the sampling rate for the case of multiband
signals with a frequency support on a union of finite interval
is the Multi-Coset sampling [16]. Another approach consists in
applying a modulated wideband converter consisting of multiple
branches, each of which employs a different mixing function fol-
lowed by low-pass filtering and low-rate uniform sampling [17].
Both of the above approaches can be cast into a compressive
sampling framework [18]. In [19], based on previous results about
Multi-Coset sampling and using the well known Non-Uniform
Fourier Transform through Bartlett’s method for Power Spectral
Density estimation, the authors propose a new smart sampling
scheme named ‘‘Dynamic Single Branch Non-uniform Sampler’’.
In [20], the authors propose a survey on compressive sensing
techniques applied to cognitive radio networks, while a review
on Sub-Nyquist wideband spectrum sensing techniques for cog-
nitive radio is introduced in [21], and, contextually, two new
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Fig. 1. The random sampling is performed by taking a sample; we apply a random sequence centered at k · Ts .
echniques, based on Multi-Coset sampling and on modulated
ideband converter, are proposed. They claim that various open
hallenges need to be still addressed in existing sub-Nyquist sens-
ng techniques, including: (1) existing sub-Nyquist techniques
equire the wideband signal to be sparse in the frequency do-
ain; (2) the existing CS techniques require knowledge about
parsity but in a real context the sparsity level may be either
nknown or time-varying.
In this work, we propose a NBSS using random sampling in a

ime-varying scenario where, with reference to the recent work
roposed in this context, the idea is to study the feasibility of
erforming spectrum sensing with the following requirements:

1. using a sub-Nyquist sampling rate without filtering the
narrowband of the signal;

2. synchronizing the start of the sampled period with the
boundary of the PU transmission time slot;

3. using only less than half of the samples acquired in a
time slot in order to have time room to perform some SU
transmission in the second half of the time slot.

t the best of our knowledge, such strict requirements have
ot been considered in the other related works. To obtain this
oal, we propose a set of two new features extracted from the
SD of the rebuilt sampled signal (using random sampling) and
busy/free classifier based on neural networks. We took into

ccount the GSM signal as PUs’ time slotted transmission environ-
ent. Specifically, we synthesized a complex wideband passband
SM signal wide 2 MHz containing 10 channels of 200 kHz; we
ampled it at 2 MHz rate and, without applying any filter, we
ownsampled the sequence with an average rate of 200 kHz
using both random and uniform distribution of the samples) in
rder to obtain the central channel. As known, this downsampling
ill generate an aliasing effect of the adjacent channels that we
ry to bypass by the use of random sampling. Definitively, we can
onsider a 2 MHz bandwidth signal downsampled at an average
ate of 200 kHz. In the case of random sampling, as presented in
ig. 1, the sampling time instants are chosen as follow: The k− th

random sampling instant is set by using a random distribution
centered at k · Ts, with Ts = Te · K , where Te is the input
sampling period and K is the decimation factor (we chose K =

10). As well known, random sampling guarantees to bypass the
aliasing effect generated by downsampling. Practically, uniform
downsampling is equivalent to sampling with a rate necessary to
sample a single channel but using a not suitable antialiasing filter
before the sampling unit. As known from the sampling theory,
in order to avoid aliasing, we need to filter the analog signal by
inserting a suitable antialiasing filter before the sampling unit.
The analog filter suitable in the application we are focusing on,
3

Fig. 2. Cascade of functional blocks to perform narrowband spectrum sensing
using uniform (a) and proposed random sampling (b).

taking into account that the central frequency is very high (in the
case of GSM about 1.8 GHz), has a very high Q-factor. When our
target is to perform spectrum sensing in a narrowband channel
of 200 kHz (i.e., evaluate if the channel is busy or not), we show
that, using our approach based on random sampling, it is possible
to use, with some specific constraints, a filter having a lower
Q-Factor of one-order of magnitude (Fig. 2). We stress the fact
that cognitive radio is usually applied in a spectrum environment
characterized by long-term steady-state conditions. Our purpose
instead is to show that it is possible to apply cognitive radio in
a spectrum environment characterized by fast variations of the
channel occupancy state using random sampling, a new set of
parameters and classification based on a multilayer perceptron,
that, at the best of our knowledge, are not used before together
in similar environments.

Flowchart in Fig. 3 shows the steps of the proposed mecha-
nism: the wideband signal acquisition by means of sub-Nyquist
random sampling starts at boundaries of GSM time slot and lasts
for one half of a time slot; given the random samples, the signal
rebuilding and the evaluation of PSD will start; the proposed
parameters are extracted from the PSD, and they are used as
inputs of the free/busy classifier who will take a decision for the
current time slot. Based on the classifier response, the SU should
be able to take a decision on the channel usage in the remaining
portion of the timeslot.

We chose GSM as a test signal because it is currently consid-
ered as the most successful cellular standards and has the highest
market share among all cellular technologies. This innovation
plays an increasingly important role in modern world and in
people’s social lives. Most of the people over the world use mobile
devices as a tool for communicating with each other. Our interest
in using GSM infrastructure is mainly motivated by the extensive
demands for using the 800 - 900 MHz bands by NarrowBand IoT
(NB-IoT) devices [22], and the under-utilization of this band [23].
In fact, deploying NB-IoT in such frequency bands is a great choice
because they provide an already large and established ecosystem
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Fig. 3. Flow Chart of the proposed SS approach.

Fig. 4. Random Sampling Principle.

and extensive coverage capabilities [24]. They also have excellent
propagation characteristics, which generally improves the indoor
penetration [25].

3. Random sampling and reconstruction theory

Random sampling process consists in converting a continuous
analog signal x(t) into a discrete time representation xs[n] (Fig. 4)
here the sampling instants are not uniformly distributed.
The application of the random sampling gives a large flexibility

n sampling rates choice and makes it possible to reduce, or
o eliminate, in the case of a stationary sequence, the aliases
f spectrum [26,27], helping in reducing the constraints on the
arious components of the transmission chain.
In the literature, there are two most commonly used random

ampling modes namely Additive Random Sampling (ARS) and
itter Random Sampling (JRS) [28]. The Jittered Random Sampling
JRS) is a random process where the sampling times are described
y the following expression:

n = nT + τ , T > 0, n = 1, 2, . . . (1)

here T represents the mean sampling period and τ is a uni-
orm distributed random variable in [0, T [. The Additive Random
ampling (ARS) has been originally proposed in [29] by Shapiro
nd Silverm as an approach for randomly sampling signal in
rder to avoid aliasing phenomena (alias-free). This mode can be
escribed by the following time sequence:

= t + τ , n = 1, 2, . . . (2)
n n−1

4

here τ denotes a random variable with a probability density
unction fτ (t), a variance σ 2

τ and a mean µτ ; the most used
istributions are the uniform and the normal distributions. It is
mportant to point out that T = µτ =

1
fs

where fs is the average
ate of the random sampled signal.

In this contribution, we have been interested in experimenting
he JRS mode, thus we have implemented and used it in our
xperimentation (Section 5).
Several reconstruction techniques of randomly sampled sig-

als have been presented in the literature [30]. In this work,
e used the Adaptive-weight Conjugate gradient Toeplitz algo-
ithm to reconstruct our signal from its non-uniform samples,
nd we compared it with the direct method of Singular Value
ecomposition Algorithm [30].

.1. Singular value decomposition algorithm (SVD)

Let us assume the signal x(t) is observed and N samples are
tored into a column vector denoted as xs, i.e.

s = (x(t1), x(t2), . . . , x(tN ))T = (xs[1], xs[2], . . . , xs[N])T .

hen a sample rate higher than the double of the effective
andwidth is used (Nyquist frequency is higher than the effective
andwidth), an M < N-dimensional orthogonal basis, made by
omplex exponential functions, can be identified [13], and the
ignal can be written as their linear combination:

(t) =

M∑
k=1

cke2π ȷfkt , ∀t > 0 (3)

here the fk, k = 1, . . . ,M are frequencies components in the
signal bandwidth and the ck are appropriate unknown constant
values. Of course, Eq. (3) is valid also for samples in xs, thus

x(ti) =

M∑
k=1

cke2π ȷfkti , i = 1, . . . ,N. (4)

Eq. (4) can be written in matrix form as

xs = A · c (5)

where the generic element of A is defined as Aik = e2π ȷfkti . We put
in evidence that when the signal is not under sampled, as usual,
M ≤ N holds, i.e the basis dimension is less than the number of
samples.

The knowledge of the coefficients ck gives a methodology to
reconstruct the signal through the Eq. (3). They can be estimated
by minimizing the squared error in the following problem derived
by Eq. (5):

min
ĉ

{E2
q } = min

ĉ
{|A · ĉ − xs|

2
} (6)

where we used the notation ĉ to stress the fact that the computed
values are not the real values of Eq. (4) but an estimation of
them. As a consequence, when they will be used in place of c,
the reconstructed estimated signal x̂s = A · ĉ will be affected by
an error.

To solve the problem in (6) is equivalent to solve the following
system of linear equation2:

A∗
· A · ĉ = A∗

· xs (7)

The SVD approach helps in efficiently solving the system (7).
In fact, according to it, the matrix A is factorized into

A = U · S · V∗ (8)

where

2 The symbol B∗ denotes the conjugate transpose of the matrix B
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• U is a N × N complex unitary matrix3;
• S is an M × N diagonal matrix, and S = diag

(
σ1, σ2, . . . σp

)
,

with p = min (M,N); the σis are known as singular values
and verifies σ1 ≥ σ2 ≥ · · · ≥ σp ≥ 0;

• V is an M × M unitary matrix.

By bringing in position Z = V∗
· ĉ and Y = S∗

·U∗
·xs, the Eq. (7)

is rewritten into:

S∗
· S · Z = Y (9)

from which

zk =
yk
s2kk

, k = 1, . . . , p.

y putting this latter values back to the introduced position, the
k are easily computed as

ˆ = V · Z.

The ĉk values can now be used in Eq. (3), and the signal can
e recovered and compared to the original one by using the
ollowing formula:

2
m =

∑
k

⏐⏐x(tk) − x̂(tk)
⏐⏐2∑

k |x(tk)|2

3.2. Adaptive-weight conjugate gradient Toeplitz (ACT)

The ACT is an iterative reconstruction algorithm of randomly
sampled signals. It arises by combining the adaptive weights
method formulated in [31,32] with the fast iterative solution
of Toeplitz systems based on circulant matrices by the conju-
gate gradient (CG) method. This method is very efficient for
reconstructing randomly sampled signals due to its accuracy and
speed. With the aim of facilitating reading, we summarize the
fundamental steps of this methodology below.

The reconstruction of a sequence x[n] from its irregular sam-
les using the ACT iterative algorithm as presented in [31] is
quivalent to the solution of Aωy = b, where Aω is a (2M + 1) ×

(2M+1) Toeplitz matrix and M is the bandwidth of the sequence.
Assuming x[n] is a discrete sequence of length N with band-

width M , according to the discrete Fourier transform theory,
it is possible to rebuild the sequence using 2M + 1 complex
coefficients bk, with k = −M, . . . , 0, . . . ,M:

[i] =
1
N

M∑
k=−M

bkeȷ2πk i
N , i = 1, . . . ,N (10)

et p(t) be a real function defined as

(t) =
1
N

M∑
k=−M

bkeȷ2πkt
=

M∑
k=−M

ykeȷ2πkt
; (11)

hen, the sequence of samples can be written in terms of p(t)

[i] = p
(

i
N

)
, i = 1, 2, . . . ,N, (12)

nd the problem of identifying the signal is translated into the
econstruction of p(t) from r irregular samples th =

nh
N , h =

, 2, . . . , r . This latter problem is taken on by introducing a set of
daptive-weights {ωh}

r
h=1 as below

h =

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

t2−tr+N
2 h = 1

th+1−th−1
2 2 ≤ h ≤ r − 1

t1+N−tr−1
2 h = r

3 A matrix B is unitary when B · B∗
= B∗

· B = I.
5

and the algorithm defined by the subsequent equations

p0(t) =
∑r

h=1 p(th)ωh
∑M

l=−M e2π ȷl(t−th)

pn+1(t) = pn(t) +
∑r

h=1 (p(th) − pn(th)) ωh
∑M

l=−M e2π ȷl(t−th)

valuating p(th) as

(th) =

M∑
k=−M

ykeȷ2πkth ,

t is possible to expand the equations in the algorithm as

(t) =

r∑
h=1

M∑
k=−M

ykeȷ2πkthωh

M∑
l=−M

e2π ȷl(t−th)

nd, after some manipulations, as

(t) =

M∑
l=−M

[
M∑

k=−M

(
r∑

h=1

ωhe−ȷ2π (l−k)th

)
yk

]
e2π ȷlt

et Aω the matrix with entries

kl = ak−l =

r∑
h=1

ωhe−ȷ2π (l−k)th |h|, |k| ≤ M

t will be

kl = a∗

lk

ω will be an Hermitean positive definite Toeplitz matrix and it
ill be fully determined by the generating sequence

2M = {a0, a1, . . . , a2M}

here

k =

r∑
h=1

ωhe−ȷ2π tj
k
N

Specifically

Aω =

⎡⎢⎢⎣
a0 a1 . . . a2M−1 a2M
a∗

1 a0 . . . a2M−2 a2M−1
...

...
...

...
...

a∗

2M a∗

2M−1 . . . a∗

1 a0

⎤⎥⎥⎦
Let b defined by elements

bk =

r∑
h=1

p(th)ωhe−ȷ2πkth , ∀|k| ≤ M

substituting the values of p(tk) in it, we obtain

bk =

r∑
h=1

M∑
l=−M

yleȷ2π lthωhe−ȷ2πkth =

=

M∑
l=−M

r∑
h=1

ωhe−ȷ2π (k−l)thyl =

M∑
l=−M

a∗

klyl

and consequently

b = Aωy

Then by computing

y = A−1
ω b

and

p(t) =

M∑
k=−M

ykeȷ2πkt

the signal p(t) is rebuilt.
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Let now 0 ≤ t1, ≤ · · · ≤ tr ≤ N − 1 be a subsequence of
, 1, . . . ,N − 1. It is possible to define

sω[n] =

{
ωi
N n = tj
0 otherwise

p[n] =

{
p(n) · ωj n = tj
0 otherwise

then the entries of the matrix Aω and the elements of the vector
can be computed using FFT

k = F{sω[n]} and bk = F{sp[n]} for k ≤ M

oreover, in algorithm suggested by [31] the Toeplitz matrix is
eplaced by a zero padded circulant matrix in order to obtain a
uperfast method for reconstruction of band-limited signal from
rregular samples. Zero-padding is applied to get a benefit from
he greater speed of fft applied to a sequence containing a number
f elements equal to a power of 2. The ACT algorithm can be
ummarized in the following steps:

1. Compute the weights ωh, ∀h = 1 . . . r;
2. Calculate the first row a2M+1 of Aω;
3. Calculate the right side b;
4. Augment a2M to obtain a zero-padded circulant matrix and

accordingly augment the right side b;
5. Apply the GC method to iteratively solve this system of

linear equation;
6. Convert the result using the Inverse Fourier Transform back

to the signal space.

4. A new set of parameters for Spectrum Classification

Narrowband spectrum sensing can be made by using single-
radio or dual-radio equipment. In single-radio sensing, CR-SUs do
not access the spectrum during the sensing period: this period is
called the quiet period. Based on the length of the quiet period,
the spectrum is efficiency decreased. In a dual-radio approach,
one of the radio chain is dedicated to the operation of trans-
mission and reception, while the other chain is dedicated to
the spectrum sensing and monitoring. However a single-radio
equipment gives advantages in terms of simplicity, low cost and
low power consumption and it is currently more taken into con-
sideration. Generally speaking, the problem to be solved consists
in deciding whether a particular timeslot is ‘‘available’’ or not for
the SU transmission. In order to test our approach, we considered
a scenario where a PU sampled signal xPU [n] is observed by the SU
receiver in presence of an Additive White Gaussian Noise (AWGN)
w[n] with mean equal to 0 and variance equal to σ 2

w . Our goal is to
exhibit the feasibility of the SS function using a random sampling
mode.

As the first phase, we synthetically generated a GSM signal
using Octave. We produced a stream of complex samples simu-
lating, through Octave [33], the output of a GSM transmitter that
has in input a sequence of random bits. Moreover, in order to
take into account the AWGN at the receiver, we added a random
value obtained from a gaussian distribution with null mean and
variance set according to the desired SNR. Specifically, in order
to obtain decimation, we generated oversampled signals with a
sample rate equal to K · fs, where fs is the mean sample rate
such that Ts =

1
fs

is the mean sample period of the randomly
sampled signal. In our experiments, we set the decimation ratio
K = 10. The GSM channels have a bandwidth equal to 200 kHz,
so the bandwidth of the generated oversampled signal was equal
to 2 MHz. We took into account the 10-th GSM band from
938.0 MHz to 940.0 MHz. We considered the busy band with
entral frequency equal to 939.0 MHz while left and right GSM
6

Fig. 5. PSD of oversampled signals (a) in-band, (b) out-band, (c) in-band/out-
band (SNR=20 dB)

channels have to be considered as interfering bands. To evaluate
the performance of the proposed classification algorithms, we
generated 1024 windows of signals whose length is equal to one
half of the GSM timeslot. Operatively, we collected 547 samples
per window from which we extracted randomly, in average, 55
samples in order to obtain the randomly sampled window and
we extracted 1 sample every 10 in order to obtain the uniformly
sampled signal. Each sequence of windows was generated in four
different conditions: (1) no transmitted signal except noise in all
the observed band; (2) a random generated information signal
in the observed sub-band and noise in the remaining sub-bands;
(3) a random generated information signal in the left sub-band
adjacent to the observed one and noise in the observed band and
in the remaining sub-bands; (4) a random generated information
signal in the observed sub-band and in the left adjacent one
and noise in all the remaining sub-bands. All the windows were
generated in four different SNR conditions in each sub-band;
specifically, we imposed an average SNR equal to 20 dB, 15 dB,
10 dB and 5 dB respectively. Globally, we generated and analyzed
16384 windows of signals.

Fig. 5 shows the Power Spectral Density (PSD) of the white
gaussian noise (red line) together with the PSD of the oversam-
pled signals (the blue line) when it is an in-band signal only
(Fig. 5(a)), an out-band signal only (Fig. 5(b)), and both an in-band
and an out-band signal (Fig. 5(c)). Indeed, if downsampling is per-
formed without filtering the desired sub-band, aliasing will affect
the signal. In such a case, the Fourier transform of the downsam-
pled signal Y will be related to original signal X according to the
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Fig. 6. Signal Rebuilding in presence of noise (a) and transmission on the left adjacent sub-band (b) at an SNR of 20 dB.
ollowing relationship

(F ) =
1
K

K−1∑
k=0

X
(
F
K

−
k
K

)
.

As already stated at the end of Section 3, in this work, we
used JRS mode to emulate random sampling. Specifically, we
added a discrete and uniformly distributed random variable τ ∈

{0, 1
K · Ts, . . . , K−1

K · Ts} to the original uniformly distributed sam-
le instants. Therefore, we rebuilt the original signal using both
VD and ACT reconstruction approaches.
Fig. 6 shows a portion of the rebuilt signal using both uniform

nd random sampling when the signal is not present inside the
bserved sub-band. Specifically, Fig. 6(a) shows both real and
maginary components when in all the observed band only white
aussian noise is present, while Fig. 6(b) shows both real and
maginary rebuilt components when the sub-band adjacent to the
eft of the observed one is busy.

Fig. 7 shows a portion of the rebuilt signal using both uni-
orm and random sampling when the signal is present inside
he observed sub-band. Specifically, Fig. 7(a) shows both real and
maginary components when only the observed sub-band is busy,
hile Fig. 7(b) shows both real and imaginary rebuilt components
hen both the observed sub-band and the sub-band adjacent to
he left of the observed one are busy.

Both Figs. 6 and 7 show the rebuilt signals when a white
aussian noise was added to the original one in such a way the
verage SNR level was 20 dB inside each active sub-band. Analysis
f Fig. 7(a) shows that all the rebuilding approach works fine at
his SNR level. Instead, as expected, all the rebuilding approaches
ail when only noise is present (Fig. 6(a)) or the left channel is
usy (Figs. 6(b) and 7(b)) due to the aliasing effect. Anyway, our
oal is not the fidelity of the rebuilt signal to the original one but
he ability to identify if the observed sub-band is busy or not. To
his aim, we analyzed the time averaged PSD of the rebuilt signals
sing the three different approaches.
Fig. 8 shows the averaged PSDs when only noise is present

n all the observed band 8(a), only the channel on the left of
he observed one is busy 8(b), only the observed sub-band is
usy 8(c) and, finally, when the observed channel and the left
ne are both busy 8(d). Comparing Fig. 8(b) with Fig. 8(c), it
ppears evident that the uniform downsampled (UDS) averaged
SD of the in-band signal is not distinguishable from the averaged
SD of the out-band signal, in fact the red graphs have a very
imilar shape; this is due to the aliasing effect. At the opposite,
he use of random sampling rebuilding algorithms, in both SVD
nd ACT cases, produces reconstructed signals with some relevant
ifferences, as the black and cyan lines in the two graphs put
n evidence. Specifically, using SVD rebuilding, the curve trend
7

inside the observed sub-band is quite flat when the in-band signal
is not present, while it shows upwards concavity using the ACT
rebuilding. Analyzing Fig. 8(d), it can be inferred that the averaged
PSD evaluated by the UDS approach appears only slightly higher
than the other cases, while the averaged PSD get with both the
random sampling approaches continue to maintain relevant trend
differences, meaning that UDS approach is less prone to be used
for classification purposes.

In order to be able to classify the presence of the signal in the
observed sub-band, we tried to capture these trend behavior in
the one-shot PSD (using the FFT evaluated on only one window
of the rebuilt signal). Specifically, we analyzed two different
parameters: the average power in all the observed sub-band, and
the ratio between the average power in the middle portion of
the observed sub-band and the average power in the remaining
portion of the observed sub-band; let us denote them Pa and
ρp respectively. Fig. 9 shows the spreading of the two proposed
parameters in the four different conditions where our analysis
has been conducted: only noise (blue dot signs), out-band signal
(red circle signs), in-band signal (yellow plus signs), and both
out-band and in-band signals (purple times signs). Specifically,
Fig. 9(a), Fig. 9(b) and Fig. 9(c) depict the behavior of the two
parameters when the UDS, RS together with SVD, and RS to-
gether with ACT rebuilding algorithms were respectively used.
The graphs point out that using the UDS approach the location
of the points are particularly overlapped when the UDS approach
is used and it is hard to distinguish the red circle signs by the
yellow plus signs. Anyway the blue dot signs and purple time
signs remain almost separated. At the opposite, using both RS
approaches the sets of couple of parameters identifying the four
working conditions remain separated. These results encouraged
us in exploiting a machine learning approach for identifying free
GSM slots.

5. Experimental classification results

Despite several classification approaches can be used (Linear
Classifiers, Logistic Regression, Naive Bayes Classifier, Support
Vector Machines, Decision Trees, Boosted Trees, Random Forest,
Neural Networks, Nearest Neighbor), we decided to train and test
a neural network to verify the possibility of discriminating the
presence of the signal in the observed sub-band. Neural networks
are a set of algorithms, considerably grown especially since the
development of the first learning algorithm in 1985 [34]. They
are now a classic tool for artificial intelligence (AI), and are
widely used in classification tasks, evaluation of functions and
optimization. They have the advantage of learning ability that
makes them useful in problems for which there is no acceptable
algorithmic solution. Moreover, their intrinsic parallelism gives
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Fig. 7. Signal Rebuilding in presence of transmission in-band (a) and transmission both in-band and on the left adjacent sub-band (b) at an SNR of 20 dB.
Fig. 8. PSD of the rebuilt signal in presence of only noise (a), transmission on the left adjacent sub-band (b), transmission only in-band (c) and transmission both
in-band and on the left adjacent sub-band (d) at an SNR of 20 dB.
Fig. 9. Spreading of the proposed parameters using the considered rebuilding approaches with an SNR=20 dB (a) UDS, (b) SVD, (c) ACT.
hem a great decision speed. They are widely used in areas such
s recognition and prediction.
Several algorithms of artificial neural networks are proposed

n the literature. Each model is characterized by its own archi-
ecture, treatment and rule of learning [35]. In our contribu-
ion, we were interested in multilayer perceptron (MLP). It has
een used in system identification, time series prediction [36,37]
nd recently to perform multi-channel low-cost light spectrum
easurement [38].
8

The MLP network is a multilayered structure consisting of
an input layer, an output layer, and a few hidden layers. Ex-
cluding the input layer, every layer contains a certain number
of computing units (referred to as neurons) which evaluate a
weighted sum of input values and perform a nonlinear transform
on the obtained sum. Neurons belonging to different layers are
connected through adaptive weights.

Anyway the target of our work is to verify the capability of
classifying the presence of the signal using random sampling
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ithout focusing on the specific classification method to use for
Us detection. Instead, we want to show that a downsampling
ased technique together with the features introduced in Sec-
ion 4 is effective. In fact, our purpose is to be able to evaluate the
Us detection in the context of slotted networks; thus, first of all,
e need a sampling method fast enough for giving an accurate
esult within half timeslot. These required features introduce
trict constraints in terms of sampling frequency and number of
ampled data. That is why our choice fell to the random sampling
echnique that is the real subject of our research in this work, and
e do not care about the efficiency of the classification method
hat is used only for testing the goodness of our choice. More
ormally, we want to discriminate between two hypotheses as
efined in the following Eq. (13):{

H0 : y[n] = w[n]

H1 : y[n] = xPU [n] + w[n]
(13)

Using the Octave [33] software package nnets, we trained an
LP for each SNR condition with 2 nodes in the input layer, 8
odes in one hidden layer and 1 node in the output layer. The
wo input nodes will be filled up respectively with Pa and ρp
arameters obtained as explained in Section 4. We used in all
he nodes the tansig activation function and we trained the
networks with half of the total set of data. As stated in Section 4,
we generated 4096 signal windows, thus the total set of data
consists of 4096 pairs of parameters (Pa, ρp) for each specific SNR
condition.

Each MLP was trained in such a way its output value was equal
to 1 when the input parameters (Pa, ρp) were extracted from
a signal containing activity in the observed sub-band, meaning
that it was busy; these working conditions arise in both ‘‘In-
band’’ and ‘‘In-band/Out-band’’ signal conditions, as described
in Section 4. On the other hand, the MLPs were trained setting
the output value to −1 each time input values characterized a
signal containing only noise in the sub-band, meaning that it
is vacant; this latter case includes both ‘‘Noise’’ and ‘‘Out-band’’
signal conditions, as described in Section 4. We trained the MLPs
using the backpropagation algorithm, specifically we used the
Levenberg–Marquardt algorithm [39].

The number of examples used to train a MLP should be se-
lected in order to obtain a good generalization of the problem.
Training dataset size and dataset property itself plays an impor-
tant role for the performance of the trained knowledge model.
Anyway, as showed in [40], in many cases an increment in train-
ing dataset size does not produce a perceptible increment in
accuracy as well; in fact, it is not ever used a training dataset
size greater than one half of the original dataset size in [40].
The original dataset size contains 4096 examples for each specific
couple of SNR and rebuilding algorithm in our experimentation.
We split this set into three different disjoint subsets using the
subset function of the nnets Octave package. This function
randomly splits the rows of input data to train, test and validate
the MLP. We used the default parameters of subset function,
thus the training subset contained 50% of input data, whereas 2/3

of the remaining data were used to build the testing subset and
1/3 of them were available for the validation subset. Accordingly,
we used 2048 randomly selected examples to build the training
subset and 1365 randomly selected examples to build the testing
subset for each specific working condition.

Before to start the training, we normalized the set of training
data in order to obtain a set of input data with mean value equal
to 0 and standard deviation equal to 1. Such a normalization was
based, as usual, on the mean value and standard deviation of the
set of training data. Since one input data was a couple (Pa, ρp), we
derived the average values P̄ and ρ̄ , and the standard deviations
a p

9

σPa and σρp of the set of training data; given a measured input
data (P (i)

a , ρ
(i)
p ), the normalized value was been computed as(

P (i)
a − P̄a
σPa

,
ρ
(i)
p − ρ̄p

σρp

)
, i = 0, . . . , 2047. (14)

For consistency purposes, we used Eq. (14) to normalize also the
input data during the testing phase. The mean square error (MSE)
between the actual and the desired output was used as ‘‘perfor-
mance function’’, with the goal of minimizing it. Each training
phase of the MLP stopped either when the number of iterations
exceeded 1000 epochs or the magnitude of the MSE gradient
became less than 10−20. The training time in our experimentation
was set no longer than 1 hour. As shown in Fig. 10, all the
MLPs converge after no more than 10 epochs due to the large
number of examples used. However, using UDS approach, the
MSE never drops below 0.5 (Figs. 10(a)–10(d)), while using both
SVD and ACT approaches, it does not drop below 0.5 only for SNRs
lower than 15 dB (Figs. 10(e)–10(h) and Figs. 10(i)–10(l)). These
results are in accordance with those shown in Fig. 8 which show
it is not possible to distinguish between PSDs obtained during
transmissions in-band and PSDs obtained during transmissions
on the left adjacent sub-band when UDS is used. This result is also
in accordance with the graphs shown in Fig. 9 where the scatter
diagrams of the two parameters (Pa, ρp) used for classification are
depicted; it is easy to see that the areas identifying different band
occupancy states are almost completely superposed when UDS is
used, while they are partially separated in case of RS together
with both SVD and ACT as a rebuilding algorithm. Each graph
shows the trend of MSE for both training examples and valida-
tion examples during the first 50 epochs. All the MLP trainings
finished because the MSE gradient fell below 10−20 during the
performed experimentation.

Figs. 11(a)–11(d) show the results of MLP classification test in
terms of distribution of the output values using uniform down-
sampling and considering the four different SNRs conditions. As
we expected, the MLPs were not able to obtain the right clas-
sification even at the highest SNR. Figs. 11(e)–11(h) show the
results of MLP classification test using SVD rebuild. The graphs
put in evidence a good separation of the two classes both at 20 dB
and 15 dB of SNRs, instead they appear almost overlapped for
lower SNR values. Using the ACT rebuilding approach (Figs. 11(i)–
11(l)), the test behaves better, in fact a good separation of the two
classes is obtained for all the SNR levels except at 5 dB when they
become almost overlapped.

In order to perform the classification into a production envi-
ronment, we need a threshold Th for comparing with the output
of the MLP (MLPO) and making a decision about which of the two
hypotheses holds. Based on how we trained the MLP, we looked
for a threshold such that if MLPO ≥ Th the sub-band is considered
busy, otherwise it is assumed into a vacant condition. The thresh-
old value can be set accordingly to desired specifications in term
of right detection or false-alarm probability of the busy condition
in the observed sub-band.

To better highlight the improvement using the random sam-
pling approaches, we evaluated and plotted the Receiver Oper-
ating Characteristic (ROC) curves at the different SNRs (Fig. 12),
where false alarm probability PFA and correct detection proba-
bility PD are depicted changing the threshold value. Figs. 12(a)
and 12(b) show it is possible to considerably increase the per-
formances of classification using both the random sampling ap-
proaches. Specifically, ACT outperforms SVD and it is possible
to obtain a false alarm probability lower than 20% maintaining
the detection probability close to 100%. Performances degrade at
10 dB SNR although both ACT and SVD outperform UDS. When the
SNR level is equal to 5 dB (Fig. 12(d)), the use of random sampling
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Fig. 10. MLPs performance in terms of MSE versus training epochs using UDS rebuilding [(a) 20 dB, (b) 15 dB, (c) 10 dB, (d) 5 dB], RS and SVD rebuilding [(e) 20 dB,
f) 15 dB, (g) 10 dB, (h) 5 dB], RS and ACT rebuilding [(i) 20 dB, (j) 15 dB, (k) 10 dB, (l) 5 dB].
ppears useless, specifically ACT obtains the same performances
f UDS while SVD behaves worse than the previous ones.
When the right detection of ‘‘busy condition’’ is the main

pplication requirement (like in our cognitive radio application),
e want a threshold such that the probability of right detection is
qual to 1.0 keeping at the same time the false alarm probability
s low as possible; this implies that the SUs never interfere with
Us. Using the RS (ACT) approach, it is possible to find a threshold
uch that PD = 1.0 and PFA = 0.2 when SNR level is 20 dB,
nd PD = 1.0 and PFA = 0.3 when SNR level is 15 dB. In these
NRs conditions, the performances of the RS system would be
ouble in terms of throughput because the minimum false alarm
robability value to obtain PD = 1.0 is PFA = 0.5 using the UDS
pproach. It is noteworthy we perform the classification of the
pectrum status taking into account only a single observation of
he signals and a window size equal to half a single GSM timeslot.
his is the main difference of the method here discussed with
espect the other works that have better performance at lower
NRs. In fact, in order to obtain good performance at lower SNRs,
t is necessary to increase the number of observations, i.e. the
umber of signal windows observed to perform the classifica-
ion [41]. Specifically, the authors of [41] use a Cyclostationary
pproach to perform signal Classification. For example they show
hat in order to obtain a detection probability greater than 90%
ith 10% as false alarm rate at −3 dB more than 50 observations
re necessary. Specifically each observation consists of N = 100

samples, thus at least 5000 samples have to be used. Also using
the Multi-Coset approach like in [19], the authors use a number
of samples much greater than those we use for our approach
to obtain good performance at low SNR: specifically they used
10
163840 samples (this number was obtained as p · M · K , with
p = 10, M = 512 and K = 32 parameters in eq. (10) of [19]).
In our approach, we use only 55 samples randomly extracted in
a period equal to the half time of one GSM timeslot when we
perform the classification. It is important to remind at this point
that the goal of our work is the classification of the busy/free
state of the spectrum within a time equal to at most half of a
single GSM timeslot. In fact the SU accesses the channel only
when it does not reveal the presence of PU transmission. In this
condition, to preserve the destruction of PU information, it is
mandatory to obtain a high probability of detection. Moreover,
a high false alarm probability value means the SU will not access
the channel with the specified probability also when the PU
is not transmitting. In this latter condition the SU observes a
degradation of the maximum available rate. As Fig. 13 shows,
the proposed RS approaches permit to obtain an increment of
detection probability compared with results obtained with UDS.
Specifically, if a false alarm probability equal to 10% (Fig. 13(a))
is required by the application, the RS-ACT approach permits to
obtain a probability of detection higher than 80% starting from
a SNR equal to 10 dB. In particular, as shown in Fig. 13(b), if
a false alarm probability equal to 40% is satisfactory, the RS-
ACT approach allows to obtain a detection probability near to
100% starting from an SNR equal to 10 dB. This means that in
these conditions the SU could access the channel without ever
interfering with the PU and with a transmission rate equal to 60%
of the maximum available.
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Fig. 11. MLP output distribution using UDS rebuilding [(a) 20 dB, (b) 15 dB, (c) 10 dB, (d) 5 dB], RS and SVD rebuilding [(e) 20 dB, (f) 15 dB, (g) 10 dB, (h) 5 dB],
S and ACT rebuilding [(i) 20 dB, (j) 15 dB, (k) 10 dB, (l) 5 dB].
Fig. 12. ROC curves [(a) 20 dB, (b) 15 dB, (c) 10 dB, (d) 5 dB].
. Conclusions

Actually, the cognitive radio is considered as an exceptional
nnovation being used in modern wireless communications. In
11
this work, our interest was the spectrum sensing which repre-
sents the main function in a CR system. Thus, we introduced the
implementation of the SS function based on GSM Signal using
random sampling technique. The proposed application is evalu-
ated in terms of the detection of the presence or absence of the
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Fig. 13. Detection Probability of (a) 10% False Alarm and (b) 40% False Alarm.
ctivity in the GSM channel using synthetically generated signals
t different SNRs. A set of two parameters obtained from the PSD
f the rebuilt signal was introduced to perform this detection.
machine learning approach based on neural networks was

sed to perform decisions on spectrum occupancy. The obtained
xperimental results show that random sampling associated with
achine learning approach represents an interesting solution in
ognitive radio systems comparing to the uniform sampling case.
pecifically, the proposed approach permits to perform spectrum
ensing also in an environment characterized by fast variations of
he channel occupancy state.
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